The structural resolution of complex subsurface geology generally requires advanced prestack depth migration based on wave-equation algorithms. The full benefit of these costly algorithms, however, may be missed in case of irregular spatial data sampling, and high noise contamination. A new data regularisation strategy is proposed including both, a careful regularisation of the shot data, and an enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio, making use of the Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) method. In contrast to previous CRS regularization strategies in the CDP-offset domain, the new strategy defines the target traces of the CRS prestack data mapping within so-called CRS shot gathers. This data mapping may preserve the existing shot geometry supplying CRSbased noise suppression only, or may build CRS shot gathers at new geometries with a desired regularity. The effectiveness of the approach is demonstrated at a 3D seismic dataset. In a first CRS processing using all prestack data, the existing shot records are reconstructed as CRS shot gathers with preserved geometry. In a second CRS processing, some shot data is omitted in the input, and then rebuilt as CRS shot gathers. Both applications show a strong increase of the signal-to-noise ratio with a good preservation, or reconstruction, respectively, of the original events.
Introduction
In areas of difficult geology, seismic exploration commonly incorporates prestack depth migration (PreSDM) in order to achieve a maximum resolution of the subsurface. Sophisticated PreSDM techniques based on the wave-equation provide depth images with increased accuracy, mostly coupled with increased costs of large computation times, and sometimes extensive disk space consumption. The full benefit of advanced migration algorithms, however, may be missed if the prestack input data suffer from an irregular spatial geometry, and from a low signal-to-noise ratio.
In these cases, careful data regularisation and noise suppression is a necessity before entering the costly depth imaging. Such a data preconditioning can be effectively achieved by the CommonReflection-Surface (CRS) technique which has proved to be a powerful tool for noise reduction in both, poststack and prestack data. In prestack data, this noise reduction has been combined with data regularisation establishing uniform data coverage in a given 2D or 3D seismic dataset.
CRS applications to regularize the trace distribution in common-offset data have been demonstrated by Hoecht et al. (2009) , and by Gierse et al. (2009) . This type of prestack data preparation was also used by Eisenberg-Klein et al. (2008) for strongly reducing the noise level in PreSDM, using a Kirchhoff depth migration algorithm. The migration noise was suppressed by CRS regularisation of the CDP and offset coverage, whereas random noise was suppressed by partial CRS stacking.
However, the regularisation of CDP and offset coverage usually does not ensure a valid shot geometry, and even less a preservation of the original shot geometry. Traces pertaining to an individual shot may receive different shot coordinates corresponding to the offset regularisation. Such data may well be used in Kirchhoff common-offset PreSDM, but not in some of the most advanced PreSDM algorithms. Various PreSDM implementations of one-way wave equation algorithms, and Reverse Time Migration require shot data as input. Furthermore, many of these techniques use gridbased modeling, and require the shot and receiver geometry to be compatible with a regular grid.
This case study presents a new strategy of CRS-based prestack data enhancement that improves the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, and provides a shot geometry in so-called CRS shot gathers. The strategy goes beyond a preservation of the existing shot geometry by reconstructing CRS shot gathers at user-defined geometries. The CRS-based remodeling of shot geometries is demonstrated at 3D seismic land data. Such a geometry remodeling and regularization step may well adapt irregular and noisy data to shot-based PreSDM.
New strategies for CRS-based data enhancement in shot/receiver domain
The construction of CRS shot gathers makes use of the Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) method which was originally presented by Hubral et al. (1999) , and Mann et al. (1999) . CRS zero-offset stacking assumes local reflector elements with dip and curvature in the subsurface that produce the seismic reflections. The corresponding CRS stacking parameters, the so-called CRS-attributes, accordingly comprise the wavefield dip together with wavefront curvatures observed at the surface. They define hyperbolic CRS stacking surfaces that extend across several CMP locations, and thus collect high-fold contributions from the prestack data.
The CRS attributes are optimized locally for each point of the image, thus providing a detailed and accurate kinematic description of the seismic events in the data: This information can also be used for mapping seismic data to any new trace geometry. Event data from original traces in the vicinity of a new trace is mapped to that new trace by dip-consistent partial CRS stacking, based on the CRS attributes.
The CRS data mapping may be used to solely decrease the noise level in the existing data traces by considering exactly these input traces as "new" traces, or as target traces of the trace extrapolation. rd Each initial data trace is then replaced by an extrapolated CRS trace at the same location, which obviously preserves the original shot geometry in the CRS shot gathers but increases the signal-tonoise ratio by partial CRS stacking.
Alternatively, new geometries can be introduced that reconstruct shots and target traces away from the existing data configuration. With this approach, receivers may be added within a shot to obtain a more uniform subsurface coverage. Similarly, the shots and receivers can be rearranged on a uniform grid as is required for grid-based modelling in some wave-equation based imaging algorithms.
The performance of both, the derivation of CRS shot gathers with geometry preservation, and the CRS shot reconstruction is presented and compared in the following.
Application of CRS shot enhancement, and CRS shot reconstruction
The derivation of CRS shot gathers is investigated at 3D seismic land data from a survey over sedimentary layering with salt intrusions. Figure 1 displays a part of a shot record acquired in a salt flank region. This shot data has undergone conventional signal processing, static corrections, and muting. For display purposes, a moveout correction has been applied. From left to right, the dimming out of sedimentary reflections towards the salt flank can be recognized. A strong noise level is obvious, and characterizes this shot gather as a typical example of land data. Figure 2 displays the geometry-preserving CRS shot gather corresponding to Figure 1 , where partial CRS stacking into the existing trace locations has suppressed large portions of the noise. Especially in the low-amplitude zones, the CRS shot gather reveals additional reflections that were mostly hidden in the noise before. Weak reflections at large reflection times especially benefit from this CRS processing.
In order to demonstrate the quality of the CRS shot reconstruction, the initial shot of Figure 1 is removed from the CRS input data, and then reconstructed by the CRS processing as shown in Figure  3 . This procedure provides suitable reference gathers for the evaluation of the reconstruction quality, but it is at the same time representative for the shot reconstruction at arbitrary locations without previous shot data.
Comparison of the reconstructed data of Figure 3 with the initial data of Figure 1 shows a similar increase of the signal-to-noise ratio as has been obtained by CRS geometry preservation. The strong similarity of Figures 2 and 3, i.e. of the CRS shot gathers obtained by shot preservation, and by shot reconstruction, respectively, is even more revealing. Almost all wavefield details highlighted by CRS shot preservation are also recovered by CRS shot reconstruction.
Conclusions
The CRS method provides flexible strategies for the enhancement and reconstruction of shot data that can be used to customize and regularize data measured at irregular shot geometries. The case study shows that the reconstruction of shot data at arbitrary locations almost fully recovers the reflection events at this location. Both the regularisation of shot data, and the suppression of noise are wellsuited pre-requisites for further processing steps in shot domain, e. 
